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DSI Achieves Cisco IoT Authorization
12/15/20 Ashburn, VA: DISYS Solutions Inc. (DSI) recently achieved Cisco’s Internet of Things
(IoT) Authorization after meeting specific program requirements necessary to earn the designation.
This allows DSI to better assist customers with digital business transformation that will help them
create and monetize new business models and services, easily innovate and boost productivity, and
deliver insight for better user experiences and engagement.
“This certification from Cisco recognizes that the DSI team works extremely hard to provide the best
IoT solutions and services,” said Alan Bechara, DSI Executive Vice President. “We understand that
IoT is at the forefront of modern business technology, and we are ready to implement and secure
connected devices in continued support of our customers.”
According to Cisco, 500 billion devices are expected to be connected to the Internet by 2030. Each
device includes sensors that collect data, interact with the environment, and communicate over a
network. IoT is the network of these smart, connected devices which generate data that IoT
applications use to aggregate, analyze, and deliver insight, which helps drive more informed
decisions and actions, and more rapid response to change.
In addition to the IoT Authorization, DSI is a Gold Certified Cisco partner with Master Specializations
in Collaboration, Networking, and Security. DSI is also a Cloud & Managed Service Provider,
Customer Experience Specialized, and holds nine Advanced specializations.
About DSI: DSI provides complete IT solutions and services that are secure, innovative, energy
efficient, and cost effective. Our customers include State & Local Government and Education
(SLED), Federal agencies, and commercial companies. We hold nationwide term contracts that are
supported by a team of industry professionals and certified engineers. We put the customer first and
understand the importance of providing a valuable experience from start to finish. Our knowledge of
current and emerging technologies is the foundation for providing solutions and services that
increase productivity and create positive workflow for our customers. DSI is headquartered in
Ashburn, Virginia, with offices nationwide. We are a Minority-Owned Small Business founded in
1991 by the current owners. Learn more at dsitech.com.
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